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Abstract. In this paper we treat the circular codes. We present a method of constructing circular
codcs. We first make a “large” very pure monoid by using the homomorphism from a free monoid to
a semigroup. Next, by selecting subsets of its base, we can gain various circular codes.
1.
. , , J.Berstel
and D.Perrin$[1],A.H$ .Clifford and GB Prestoii[2], G.Lallement [3] .
$A$ (letter) . $\mathcal{A}$ $w$ $A$ (word) , .
$A$ $w$ alph $(w)$ . $\mathcal{A}^{*}$ . $\mathcal{A}$ “ 1
$A^{+}$ . $A^{*}$ (concatenation) 2 , $\mathcal{A}*$ 1
free monoid . $\mathcal{A}^{*}$ $M$ 1 , submonoid . free monoid
submonoid $\Lambda f$ , $C=(M-\{1\})-(M-\{1\})^{2}$ .
$M$ . $M$ $C$ , $7|,,$ $m\geq 1$ , $’,\cdot’,\cdot,$ $\cdots,$ $’\iota_{n}$ , $y_{1}$ , , $\cdot\cdot\cdot$ , $?Jm\in C$
” $1:I,2\ldots\prime J_{n}=y_{1}y_{2}\cdots y_{?1}\Rightarrow n=m,$ $x_{i}=yi,$ $1\leq i\leq n$ .
, $C$ code . $\Lambda!f$ free submonoid .
$M$ free monoid $A$ ‘ snbmonoid , $C$ $M$ . ,
$CA^{+}\cap C=\emptyset$
, $C$ $A..\underline{\vdash}$ prefix code . - $A^{+}C\cap C=\emptyset$
$C$ $A$ siiffix code . $C$ prefix code suffix code , $C$ bifix code
. , prefix codeC , $w\in C$ $C$
.
$M$ submonoid . $u,$ $v\in \mathcal{A}^{*}$ , $[u, uv\in M\Rightarrow v\in M]$
, $M$ $A^{*}$ right uriitary subinonoid . , $u,$ $v\in A^{*}$ ,
$[u, vu \in i|f\Rightarrow v\in\Lambda f]$ , $M$ $A^{*}$ left unitary submonoid . , $M$
right unitary left unitary , $M$ $|$ biunitary .
$C\subset A^{*}$ code .C prefix code { $C$ “ right unitary
. , $C$ suffix code $c*$ s left unitary .
([1,p.46,Prop.2.5]), $C$ bifix code $|$ $C^{*}$ biunitary monoid
.
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$\mathcal{A}^{*}$ submonoidM , , very pure submonoid :
$u,$ $v\in A^{*},$ $uv,$ $vu\in M\Rightarrow u,$ $v\in M$ .
very pure submoiioid circular code .
1. 1), $q\geq 0$ . code $C$ $A^{*}$ $n_{0},$ $u_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $u_{p+q}$ ,
$u_{i-1}u_{i}\in C^{*},$ $(1\leq i\leq p+q)\Rightarrow u_{p}\in C^{*}$
, $C$ $(p, q)$-limited .
$C$ $(p, q)$-limiled code , $c*$ very pure ([1], p.329,Proposition 2.1).
$J$ . $x,$ $y\in_{-}J$ $xy=y$ . $J$ .
, $xy=x$ . $I$ $J$ $S=I\cross J$
(rectangular band, [3,p.51]) .
1. $I$ , $J$ . $S=I\cross J$ . $\varphi$ : $A^{*}arrow S^{1}$
morphism . $T$ $S$ , $M=\varphi^{-1}(T)\cup\{1\}$ very pure submonoid
. (1, l)-limited .
. , $\Lambda$,f $|$ $A^{*}$ submonoid . $u_{0\}}u_{1},$ $u_{2}\in \mathcal{A}^{*}$ , uoui, $u_{1}u_{2}\in M$ ,
. $\varphi(tl_{0}l)=(I),$ $q),$ $\varphi(u_{1})=(k, l),$ $\varphi(u_{2})=(s, t)$ . $\varphi(u0ti_{1})=(p, l)\in T,$ $\varphi(u_{1}u_{2})=(k, t)\in T$
$(k, t)(p, l)=(k, l)\in T$ . $\varphi(u_{1})\in T$ . QED.
1. $A=\{a, b\},$ $S=\{1,2\}x\{1,2\}$ . $\varphi(a)=(1,1),$ $\varphi(b)=(2,2)$ . $S_{11}=\{(1,1)\}$
, $\Lambda f_{11}=\varphi^{-1}(S_{11})\cup\{1\}=\{1, a\}\cup aA^{*}a$ . $fl_{!}I_{11}$ $G$, , 1 , (1,l)-limited code
. $c_{0}$ (1,0)-limited $(0,1)- 1mi1_{-}ed$ . , ab $\cdot$ $a=a\cdot ba\in C_{0^{*}}$
, ab, $ba\not\in C_{0}^{*}$ . , ab, $a,$ $aba,$ $ba\in A^{*}$ , $aba$ , aaba, $ababa\in C_{0}^{*}$
(3,0)-limited (0,3)-limited .
$C=\{a\}\cup\{ab^{m_{1}}ab^{m_{2}}\cdots ab^{m}\prime a|r\geq 1, m_{i}\geq], 1\leq i\leq r\}$ .
. $C$ $\{$ 1, $a\}\cup aA^{*}a$ .
$U_{1}$ $=C^{-1}C-\{1\}$ $=$ $\{b^{rr\iota_{1}}$ ( $b^{rr_{2}}$ $ub^{7l\iota}\prime a|$ ,/ $\geq$ $1,$ $rn_{\gamma}$. $\geq$ $1.1$ $\leq i\leq\uparrow\}$ .
, $U_{1}$ $F$ $b$ . , $U_{2}=C^{-1}U_{1}\cup U_{1}^{-1}C=\emptyset$ . , $U_{i}\cap C=\emptyset,$ $i=1,2$ .
$C$ ccde , $C=C_{0}$ . , $C$ $M_{l1}$ . , $C$
(1,1)-linfited . , $A/I_{12}=\varphi^{-1}(1,2)(i\{1\}=\{1\}\cup aA^{*}b$
$a^{+}b^{+}=\{a^{\tau r\iota}b^{7\}}|\gamma\gamma\cdot l,, n\geq 1\}$ .
.
limited code , circular code . ,
$D$ circular code . , $D$ $D$ limited
code . , $C$ }f limii$Hed$ code . $C$ $(1,1)- limi1_{l}ed$
, $C$ $(2_{1}1)-,(1,2)$-limited .
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$C$ $($ 2, $1)-,(1,2)$-limited .
2. $u,$ $v\in\Lambda^{+}$ $(J,l_{I^{j}}/ll(()\cap alpl\iota(?))=\emptyset$ . $\uparrow\iota(\Lambda^{*})^{-1}\cap(A^{*})^{-1}u=\{1, \tau\iota\}$
$C=u+(\uparrow\iota?l^{+})^{+}\tau\iota=\{\uparrow A\}\cup\{r\iota_{1}m_{2}\ldots l^{\gamma\gamma}\prime 1, nz_{i}\geq 1,1\leq i\leq r\cdot\}$ .
$(1,2)-,$ $(2,1)$ -limited code .
. $C$ code . . $D$ $C$ . $\prime r,$ $\in A^{*}$ $D(A^{*})^{-1}\cap$
$(A^{*})^{-1}D$ $u(A^{r})^{-1}\cap(A^{*})^{-1}u=\{1, u\}$ , $x=1,$ $x=u$ , $p_{1}$ , $p_{2},$ $\cdots p_{s}\in$
$N,$ $s\geq 1$ , $x=uv^{p\iota}uv^{p\prime s}\cdots uv^{p_{r}}u$ . $D(\mathcal{A}^{*})^{-1}\cap(A^{*})^{-1}D=\{1\}\cup D\cup\{u\}$ .
$D$ $(1,2)-,(2,1)$-limited . $u0,$ $u_{1},$ $u_{2},$ $u_{3}\in A$ “ , $u_{i}u_{i+}i\in D$“, $i=0,1,2$ ,
,
$u_{0}=$ woxi, $u_{1}=y1w_{1}^{l},$ $x_{1}y\iota\in D,$ $w_{0},$ $w_{1}’\in D^{*}$ ,
$u_{1}=w_{1}x_{2)}u_{2}=y2w_{2)}’x_{2}y2\in D,$ $w_{1},$ $w_{2}’\in D^{*}$ ,
$u_{2}=w_{2}x_{3},$ $u_{3}=y3w_{3}^{l},$ $x_{3}y3\in D,$ $w_{2},$ $w_{3}’\in D^{*}$ ,
. $x_{2}$ $D$ . $x_{2}$ $uoui\in D^{*}$ .
.
Case (a). $x_{2}$ $D$ .
, $x_{2}$ $\gamma$) , $D$ . $x_{2}\in D(A^{*})^{-1}\cap$
$(A^{*})^{-1}D=\{1\}\cup D\cup\{u\}$ . , $u_{1},$ $u_{2}\in D^{*}$ .
Csae (b). $x_{2}$ $D$ .
$d\in D,$ $x’\in A^{r}$ $x_{2}=x’d$ . $x_{2}$ $u$ . $z\in A^{*}$
$x_{2}=zu$ . $y2$ $u_{2}u_{3}\in D^{*}$ , $y2=1$ $y_{2}$ 1 $u$ $u^{l}\neq 1$
, $l/2–\tau\iota’v,$ $’(1\in A^{*}$ . $\prime r_{2y2}=zu\ddagger’v\in D$ . . ,
$y_{2}=1$ . , $x_{2}\in D$ . $u_{1)}u_{2}\in D^{*}$ . QED.
3. $u,$ $v\in A^{+}$ alph$(u)\cap alph(v)=\emptyset$ .
$C=(uv^{+})^{+}=(uv^{m_{1}}uv^{rn_{2}}\cdots uv^{7n}\prime u|r\geq 1,$ $m_{i}\geq 1,1\leq i\leq r\}$ .
$(1,2)-,$ $(2,1)$-limited code .
2 . .
, 1 code $C$ $(2,1)-,(1,2)$-limited . $C$
;
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(1) $D=(abb^{*})(J$ $D_{0}$ , $p+q=2$ $P,$ $q\geq 0$
- , $(p, q)$ -limited .
(2) $X\subset A^{*}$ code . $X$ , $p+q=3$ $p,$ $q\geq 3$ $(p, q)$ -liinited
, $A^{+}XA^{+}\cap X=\emptyset$ , $X$ $|$ coinma-free .
$n$ . $D=(abb^{*})^{n}a$ $D_{0}$ comma-free .
(3) $n\geq 3$ . $C^{(n)}=A^{n}\cap C$ $D_{0}$ cornrna-free .
(4) Do $D=$ $($ ab$)^{*}a$ .
(i)Card$(D_{0})=1,$ $D_{0}=\{w\},$ $w\neq a$ , , $D_{0}$ $(3,0)-,(0,3)$-limited .
(ii) $Cr/,’\cdot d(D_{0})\geq 2$ , $D_{0}$ $k\geq 1$ $(k, 0)-,(0, k)$-limitcd .
(iii) $(^{*})$ $n\geq 0,$ $m\geq 2$ , , $D0$ $($ 1, $1)-,$ $(0, k)-,$ $(k, 0)$-limited $A\backslash$ ,
$k\geq 2$ .
$(*)$ $(ab)^{n}a,$ $(ab)^{n+m}a\in D_{0}$ $n\leq l\leq n+m$ , $l$ $|$ $r’J-$ $(ab)^{l}a\not\in D0$ .
(iv) Card$(D_{0})\geq 2,$ $a\in D_{0}$ , $(**)$ $D_{0}$ (1,l)-limitted .
$(**)$ $(ab)^{n}a,$ $(ab)^{n+m}a\in D_{0},$ $m>0,$ $n\geq 0\Rightarrow(ab)^{l}a\in D_{0},$ $\forall l,$ $n\leq l\leq n+m$ .
, $D_{0}=$ { $a,$ $aba$ , ababa} $(1,1)$-limited code .
$M_{12}=L_{\varphi}((1, t2))=aA$ ” $b$
$C=\{a^{\tau r\iota}b^{n}|m., n\geq 1\}$ .
$C$ $D$ code . $D$ .
4. $u,$ $v\in A^{+}\rangle alph(u)\cap alph(v)=\emptyset$ . $u^{+}v^{+}$ $(1,2)-,(2,1)-$
limited .
.
(5) $T$ $N,$ $0\not\in N$, . $\alpha$ : $Sarrow N$
. $D=\{a^{n}\cdot b^{\alpha(n.)}|n\in S\}$ .
(i) $m,$ $n\in S$ , $[m<n\Rightarrow\alpha(m)<\alpha(n)]$ , $D$ $p+q=2$
$\int$), $q\geq 0$ $(J^{J,(}l)$ -limited . $Ccx\tau\cdot d(D)\geq 2$ , $D$ comma-free
.
(ii) $rr|,,$ $71$. $\in S$ , $[rn$. $>\tau|-\Rightarrow c\}.(m)<\alpha(r’,)]$ , $D$ comma-frcc
. Card$(D)\geq 2$ , $p,$ $q\geq 0,$ $p+q=2,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $(p, q)$ -limited .
$D=(a^{k}b^{\iota-k}|k=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $n-1\},$ $n\geq 2$ , $D$ 1 comma-free .
(6) $n\geq 1,$ $a^{r\iota}b^{+}=\{a^{n}b^{k}|k\geq 1\}$ $D_{0}$ ,
(i) $(0_{;}2)-,(1,1)- 1i_{I\mathfrak{l}1}ited$ .
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